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"We never have enough time to do it right, but we always have enough time to do it over."
Does this summarize projects you've managed? Poor project requirements not only "cost" time
and money, they can "cost" you your job! Study after study shows that it can cost 1,000 times
more to fix a requirements problem during the execution phase (or worse, after the project has
been delivered), than if that same problem were discovered in the planning phase. Although
the IT industry is the celebrated "poster child" for such requirements issues, no industry sector
is immune from the problem; to be sure, the construction industry has certainly had more than
its fair share of blunders and mistakes in the forms of cost and schedule overruns, quality
issues, and unhappy customers due to poor project requirements. Is there anything that can be
done to mitigate the problem? Are we forever resigned to poor project requirements being just
a part of life and the cost of doing business? This paper examines four key best practices for
breaking the cycle of poor requirements. It discusses the three key roles of the integrated
project team (IPT) and explains how to identify and manage stakeholders. Next, the paper
discusses how to gather, define, and write project requirements. It concludes by identifying 10
elicitation techniques.
Learn proven, real-world techniques for specifying software requirements with this practical
reference. It details 30 requirement “patterns” offering realistic examples for situation-specific
guidance for building effective software requirements. Each pattern explains what a
requirement needs to convey, offers potential questions to ask, points out potential pitfalls,
suggests extra requirements, and other advice. This book also provides guidance on how to
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write other kinds of information that belong in a requirements specification, such as
assumptions, a glossary, and document history and references, and how to structure a
requirements specification. A disturbing proportion of computer systems are judged to be
inadequate; many are not even delivered; more are late or over budget. Studies consistently
show one of the single biggest causes is poorly defined requirements: not properly defining
what a system is for and what it’s supposed to do. Even a modest contribution to improving
requirements offers the prospect of saving businesses part of a large sum of wasted
investment. This guide emphasizes this important requirement need—determining what a
software system needs to do before spending time on development. Expertly written, this book
details solutions that have worked in the past, with guidance for modifying patterns to fit
individual needs—giving developers the valuable advice they need for building effective
software requirements
Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of general
applicability and future effect ... with ancillaries.
If you're new to writing requirements, and you're assigned to a new enterprise software or IT
project to create requirements, where do you begin? How do you elicit requirements effectively
from stakeholders? What's a good requirement versus a bad one? This book explains how to
write requirements according to the standards in A Guide to the Business Analysis Body of
Knowledge(R) (the BABOK(R) Guide) published by the International Association of Business
Analysts. It describes the process you'll need to go through from start to finish, from the point
that you're assigned to the project to when you finalize your requirements. It provides
suggestions for tools, processes, and techniques you'll need to develop quality-oriented
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requirements for your stakeholders, all aligned with the knowledge areas of the BABOK(R)
Guide. Some examples of requirements for the Agile software methodology are also provided.
This book is written by Pamela Paterson, MS, CBAP, who is a senior business analyst with
over 20 years of experience on enterprise IT projects. Pamela has written several books,
including the #1 international best-seller Get the Job.
WHAT IS THIS BOOK ABOUT? Communicate Business Needs in an Agile (e.g. Scrum) or
Lean (e.g. Kanban) Environment Problem solvers are in demand in every organization, large
and small, from a Mom and Pop shop to the federal government. Increase your confidence and
your value to organizations by improving your ability to analyze, extract, express, and discuss
business needs in formats supported by Agile, Lean, and DevOps. The single largest
challenge facing organizations around the world is how to leverage their Information
Technology to gain competitive advantage. This is not about how to program the devices; it is
figuring out what the devices should do. The skills needed to identify and define the best IT
solutions are invaluable for every role in the organization. These skills can propel you from the
mail room to the boardroom by making your organization more effective and more profitable.
Whether you: - are tasked with defining business needs for a product or existing software, need to prove that a digital solution works, - want to expand your User Story and requirements
discovery toolkit, or - are interested in becoming a Business Analyst, this book presents
invaluable ideas that you can steal. The future looks bright for those who embrace Lean
concepts and are prepared to engage with the business community to ensure the success of
Agile initiatives. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN Learn Step by Step When and How to Define Lean
/ Agile Requirements Agile, Lean, DevOps, and Continuous Delivery do not change the need
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for good business analysis. In this book, you will learn how the new software development
philosophies influence the discovery, expression, and analysis of business needs. We will
cover User Stories, Features, and Quality Requirements (a.k.a. Non-functional Requirements –
NFR). User Story Splitting and Feature Drill-down transform business needs into technology
solutions. Acceptance Tests (Scenarios, Scenario Outlines, and Examples) have become a
critical part of many Lean development approaches. To support this new testing paradigm, you
will also learn how to identify and optimize Scenarios, Scenario Outlines, and Examples in
GIVEN-WHEN-THEN format (Gherkin) that are the bases for Acceptance Test Driven
Development (ATDD) and Behavior Driven Development (BDD). This book presents concrete
approaches that take you from day one of a change initiative to the ongoing acceptance testing
in a continuous delivery environment. The authors introduce novel and innovative ideas that
augment tried-and-true techniques for: - discovering and capturing what your stakeholders
need, - writing and refining the needs as the work progresses, and - developing scenarios to
verify that the software does what it should. Approaches that proved their value in conventional
settings have been redefined to ferret out and eliminate waste (a pillar of the Lean philosophy).
Those approaches are fine-tuned and perfected to support the Lean and Agile movement that
defines current software development. In addition, the book is chock-full of examples and
exercises that allow you to confirm your understanding of the presented ideas. WHO WILL
BENEFIT FROM READING THIS BOOK? How organizations develop and deliver working
software has changed significantly in recent years. Because the change was greatest in the
developer community, many books and courses justifiably target that group. There is, however,
an overlooked group of people essential to the development of software-as-an-asset that have
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been neglected. Many distinct roles or job titles in the business community perform business
needs analysis for digital solutions. They include: - Product Owners - Business Analysts Requirements Engineers - Test Developers - Business- and Customer-side Team Members Agile Team Members - Subject Matter Experts (SME) - Project Leaders and Managers Systems Analysts and Designers - AND “anyone wearing the business analysis hat”, meaning
anyone responsible for defining a future IT solution TOM AND ANGELA’S (the authors)
STORY Like all good IT stories, theirs started on a project many years ago. Tom was the super
techie, Angela the super SME. They fought their way through the 3-year development of a new
policy maintenance system for an insurance company. They vehemently disagreed on many
aspects, but in the process discovered a fundamental truth about IT projects. The business
community (Angela) should decide on the business needs while the technical team’s (Tom)’s
job was to make the technology deliver what the business needed. Talk about a revolutionary
idea! All that was left was learning how to communicate with each other without bloodshed to
make the project a resounding success. Mission accomplished. They decided this epiphany
was so important that the world needed to know about it. As a result, they made it their mission
(and their passion) to share this ground-breaking concept with the rest of the world. To achieve
that lofty goal, they married and began the mission that still defines their life. After over 30
years of living and working together 24x7x365, they are still wildly enthusiastic about helping
the victims of technology learn how to ask for and get the IT solutions they need to do their
jobs better. More importantly, they are more enthusiastically in love with each other than ever
before!
Addressing systems engineers, this book introduces techniques for discovering and expressing
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systems requirements. The authors treat requirements as simple pieces of text, supported by
operational scenarios and informal diagrams. They present the information in a step-by-step
format addressing capturing requirements from users, organizing them into a clear message,
techniques for requirement writing, and informal review processes. Annotation copyrighted by
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

A well-understood tenet exists among the FDA and other regulatory bodies: if you didn't
write it down, it didn't happen! And if it didn't happen, your company stands to lose time,
money, and perhaps its competitive edge. This book provides writers with the tools they
need to put effective documentation in place. It offers a broad range of documents
representative of the types of writing in the healthcare industry, from the laboratory and
QA to manufacturing and regulatory affairs. The book offers valuable insights into
managing systems and producing documentation that meets the requirements of the
binding regulations.
Author Linda Timms goes beyond the standard consulting guide to bring you
constructive reliable advice for delivering effective, complete, professional functional
specs on time. Filled with plain English, real-world examples, hints and tips, SAP: How
to Write a Report Functional Specification provides the secrets you need to make a
daunting task achievable. Whether you are a SAP project team member seconded from
the business, unsure where to start with documenting business requirements a support
analyst dealing with change requests and new requirements an offshore
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analyst/consultant wanting to up your game, get recognition for top quality work, and
stand out from the crowd anyone fresh out of a SAP academy or training course,
wanting to transition smoothly into a valuable project team member a graduate with one
of the big management consulting firms wanting focussed reliable advice to help build
your consulting career a junior consultant wanting to make a name for yourself as a
professional productive "good" SAP resource an experienced consultant wanting to
refresh your knowledge and maybe kick some bad habits a business analyst looking to
move into the SAP arena a manager or team lead tasked with reviewing and signing off
functional specs a project manager wanting to bring in best practices a technical
analyst wanting to understand the functional side of SAP requirements SAP: How to
Write a Report Functional Specification is a comprehensive guide, including a free
downloadable functional specification template that will have you producing polished,
high-caliber, valuable report specifications in no time!
Taking an anthropological approach,Essential Principles of Contract and Sales Law in
the Northern Pacific highlights how regional customary and traditional law interact with
Anglo-American concepts of contract and sales law to produce a unique amalgam of
substantive law in this Pacific region. Author and law professor Daniel P. Ryan
compiles and discusses the current contract and sales law applicable in the Pacific
region, including the Republics of Palau and the Marshall Islands, Hawaii, Guam,
Northern Mariana Islands, American Samoa, and the Federated States of Micronesia.
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Ryan compares and contrasts this regional law to international standards, including the
UN Sale of Goods Convention, the UNIDROIT Principles of Contract Law, UNCITRAL
Model Law for E-Commerce, the Uniform Commercial Code, the Revised Uniform
Commercial Code, and the Restatement (Second) of Contracts. Essential Principles of
Contract and Sales Law in the Northern Pacific is essential reading for members of the
judiciary, academics, practitioners, students, and businesses within the region and their
major trade partners.
Written for those who want to develop their knowledge of requirements engineering
process, whether practitioners or students. Using the latest research and driven by
practical experience from industry, Requirements Engineering gives useful hints to
practitioners on how to write and structure requirements. It explains the importance of
Systems Engineering and the creation of effective solutions to problems. It describes
the underlying representations used in system modeling and introduces the UML2, and
considers the relationship between requirements and modeling. Covering a generic
multi-layer requirements process, the book discusses the key elements of effective
requirements management. The latest version of DOORS (Version 7) - a software tool
which serves as an enabler of a requirements management process - is also introduced
to the reader here. Additional material and links are available at:
http://www.requirementsengineering.info
WHAT IS THIS BOOK ABOUT? Effective Requirements Reduce Project Failures
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Writing requirements is one of the core competencies for anyone in an organization
responsible for defining future Information Technology (IT) applications. However,
nearly every independently executed root-cause analysis of IT project problems and
failures in the past half-century have identified “misunderstood or incomplete
requirements” as the primary cause. This has made writing requirements the bane of
many projects. The real problem is the subtle differences between “understanding”
someone else’s requirement and “sharing a common understanding” with the author.
“How to Write Effective Requirements for IT – Simply Put!” gives you a set of 4 simple
rules that will make your requirement statements more easily understood by all target
audiences. The focus is to increase the “common understanding” between the author
of a requirement and the solution providers (e.g., in-house or outsourced IT designers,
developers, analysts, and vendors). The rules we present in this book will reduce the
failure rate of projects suffering from poor requirements. Regardless of your job title or
role, if you are tasked with communicating your future needs to others, this book is for
you. How to Get the Most out of this Book? To maximize the learning effect, you will
have optional, online exercises to assess your understanding of each presented
technique. Chapter titles prefaced with the phrase “Exercise” contain a link to a webbased exercise that we have prepared to give you an opportunity to try the presented
technique yourself. These exercises are optional and they do not “test” your
knowledge in the conventional sense. Their purpose is to demonstrate the use of the
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technique more real-life than our explanations can supply. You need Internet access to
perform the exercises. We hope you enjoy them and that they make it easier for you to
apply the techniques in real life. Specifically, this eWorkbook will give you techniques
to: - Express business and stakeholder requirements in simple, complete sentences Write requirements that focus on the business need - Test the relevance of each
requirement to ensure that it is in scope for your project - Translate business needs and
wants into requirements as the primary tool for defining a future solution and setting the
stage for testing - Create and maintain a question file to reduce the impact of incorrect
assumptions - Minimize the risk of scope creep caused by missed requirements Ensure that your requirements can be easily understood by all target audiences Confirm that each audience shares a mutual understanding of the requirements Isolate and address ambiguous words and phrases in requirements. - Use our Peer
Perception technique to find words and phrases that can lead to misunderstandings. Reduce the ambiguity of a statement by adding context and using standard terms and
phrases TOM AND ANGELA’S (the authors) STORY Like all good IT stories, theirs
started on a project many years ago. Tom was the super techie, Angela the super SME.
They fought their way through the 3-year development of a new policy maintenance
system for an insurance company. They vehemently disagreed on many aspects, but in
the process discovered a fundamental truth about IT projects. The business community
(Angela) should decide on the business needs while the technical team’s (Tom)’s job
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was to make the technology deliver what the business needed. Talk about a
revolutionary idea! All that was left was learning how to communicate with each other
without bloodshed to make the project a resounding success. Mission accomplished.
They decided this epiphany was so important that the world needed to know about it.
As a result, they made it their mission (and their passion) to share this ground-breaking
concept with the rest of the world. To achieve that lofty goal, they married and began
the mission that still defines their life. After over 30 years of living and working together
24x7x365, they are still wildly enthusiastic about helping the victims of technology learn
how to ask for and get the digital (IT) solutions they need to do their jobs better. More
importantly, they are more enthusiastically in love with each other than ever before!
This textbook provides an accessible account of the intricacies of contract law and the
problems that can arise during the life of a contract. These problems, along with their
solutions, are discussed in detail using everyday language that stimulates thought and
reflection.

Contract Law: A Case & Problem-Based Approach is a unique casebook that
provides an organizational structure introducing students to each major area of
contract law before exploring these areas in greater depth later in the casebook.
Specifically, the casebook is broken into three major parts, each of which is
designed not only to orient the students to the major subject areas of contract law
but also meant to help them appreciate the connections and relationships
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between and among these various subject areas. Part I, the “30,000-foot view,”
familiarizes students with contract law, discusses the sorts of problems with
which contract law is concerned, and introduces them to some of the basic rules
and theories governing contract law. Part II, the “10,000-foot view,” exposes
students to each major substantive area of contract law in more depth by
discussing one classic case in each area, along with additional historical,
theoretical, and contextual materials to supplement the black-letter doctrine. After
finishing Parts I and II, the student will have a basic understanding of each major
area of contract law, along with a good understanding of how these parts fit
together. Part III is therefore designed to explore each of the major subject areas
in greater depth, and is organized along the lines of a traditional contracts
casebook, including a healthy mix of classic and modern cases, short problems,
and exercises. New to the Second Edition: Additional materials and cases added
to explore the contract doctrines of impossibility and impracticability in light of
past and current epidemics (in the case of polio) and pandemics (in the case of
COVID-19). Additional case added to explore the relationship between Contract
Law, Civil Rights, and Constitutional Law. Reorganization of some materials in
Chapter 8 (defenses). More focused notes and appendices Professors and
student will benefit from: Organization exposes students to main concepts, and
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gives professors a number of choices about how to teach their course. Helpful
doctrinal introductions to each new major substantive section. Historical,
theoretical, and comparative materials are presented to help students understand
and think critically about the black-letter rules. “Thinking tools” feature that helps
the student think critically about the law, along with theoretical, historical,
doctrinal, contextual, and practice-oriented notes enrich the students’ black-letter
experience. Enjoyable, contextual materials that are included after a number of
classic cases help to bring to light fascinating background information.
From System Designers to Top Management, Everyone loves a good story Once
upon a time, it was well understood that stories teach better than plain facts. Why
then are most software requirements documents a baffling hodge-podge of
diagrams, data dictionaries, and bullet points, held together by little more than a
name and a staple? Telling Stories teaches you to combine proven standards of
requirements analysis with the most ancient and effective tool for sharing
information, the narrative. Telling Stories simplifies and refines the classic
methods of Structured Analysis, providing organization, design, and oldfashioned writing advice. Whether you?re just getting started or an experienced
requirements writer, Telling Stories can help you turn dull, detailed material into
an engaging, logical, and readable story, a story that can make the difference for
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your project and your career. Learn why readers believe and remember what
they learn from stories Work with team members to gather content, tell their
stories, and win their support Use stories to find every requirement Create
diagrams that almost tell the story on their own (while looking clear and
professional) Explain everything important about a process Use precise language
to remove the ambiguity from requirements Write a forceful executive summary
that stands on its own and sells a project to senior management Summarize
often to keep the reader focused on key issues Structure the document so every
part has a clear place and purpose
"If the purpose is to create one of the best books on requirements yet written, the
authors have succeeded." —Capers Jones It is widely recognized that incorrect
requirements account for up to 60 percent of errors in software products, and yet
the majority of software development organizations do not have a formal
requirements process. Many organizations appear willing to spend huge amounts
on fixing and altering poorly specified software, but seem unwilling to invest a
much smaller amount to get the requirements right in the first place. Mastering
the Requirements Process, Second Edition , sets out an industry-proven process
for gathering and verifying requirements with an eye toward today's agile
development environments. In this total update of the bestselling guide, the
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authors show how to discover precisely what the customer wants and needs
while doing the minimum requirements work according to the project's level of
agility. Features include The Volere requirements process—completely specified,
and revised for compatibility with agile environments A specification template that
can be used as the basis for your own requirements specifications New agility
ratings that help you funnel your efforts into only the requirements work needed
for your particular development environment and project How to make
requirements testable using fit criteria Iterative requirements gathering leading to
faster delivery to the client Checklists to help identify stakeholders, users,
nonfunctional requirements, and more Details on gathering and implementing
requirements for iterative releases An expanded project sociology section for
help with identifying and communicating with stakeholders Strategies for
exploiting use cases to determine the best product to build Methods for reusing
requirements and requirements patterns Examples showing how the techniques
and templates are applied in real-world situations
Learn how to create good requirements when designing hardware and software
systems. While this book emphasizes writing traditional “shall” statements, it
also provides guidance on use case design and creating user stories in support
of agile methodologies. The book surveys modeling techniques and various tools
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that support requirements collection and analysis. You’ll learn to manage
requirements, including discussions of document types and digital approaches
using spreadsheets, generic databases, and dedicated requirements tools. Good,
clear examples are presented, many related to real-world work the author has
done during his career. Requirements Writing for System Engineeringantages of
different requirements approaches and implement them correctly as your needs
evolve. Unlike most requirements books, Requirements Writing for System
Engineering teaches writing both hardware and software requirements because
many projects include both areas. To exemplify this approach, two example
projects are developed throughout the book, one focusing on hardware and the
other on software. This book Presents many techniques for capturing
requirements. Demonstrates gap analysis to find missing requirements. Shows
how to address both software and hardware, as most projects involve both.
Provides extensive examples of “shall” statements, user stories, and use cases.
Explains how to supplement or replace traditional requirement statements with
user stories and use cases that work well in agile development environments
What You Will Learn Understand the 14 techniques for capturing all
requirements. Address software and hardware needs; because most projects
involve both. Ensure all statements meet the 16 attributes of a good requirement.
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Differentiate the 19 different functional types of requirement, and the 31 nonfunctional types. Write requirements properly based on extensive examples of
good ‘shall’ statements, user stories, and use cases. Employ modeling
techniques to mitigate the imprecision of words. Audience Writing Requirements
teaches you to write requirements the correct way. It is targeted at the
requirements engineer who wants to improve and master his craft. This is also an
excellent book from which to teach requirements engineering at the university
level. Government organizations at all levels, from Federal to local levels, can
use this book to ensure they begin all development projects correctly. As well,
contractor companies supporting government development are also excellent
audiences for this book.
A Practitioners Guide for Technology-Based Projects.
With a spice of wit and illuminating illustration, this collection of 75 short pieces
deals with topics in the field of software requirements analysis, specifications and
design. The author emphasizes the need to structure and analyze problems, not
just specify a solution.
This guide will help readers learn how to employ the significant power of use cases to
their software development efforts. It provides a practical methodology, presenting key
use case concepts.
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Software is the essential enabler for the new economy and science. It creates new
markets and new directions for a more reliable, flexible, and robust society. It
empowers the exploration of our world in ever more depth. However, software often
falls short behind our expectations. Current software methodologies, tools, and
techniques remain expensive and not yet reliable for a highly changeable and
evolutionary market. Many approaches have been proven only as case-by-case
oriented methods. This book presents a number of new trends and theories in the
direction in which we believe software science and engineering may develop to
transform the role of software and science in tomorrow’s information society. This
publication is an attempt to capture the essence of a new state of art in software
science and its supporting technology. Is also aims at identifying the challenges such a
technology has to master.
Now in its third edition, this classic guide to software requirements engineering has
been fully updated with new topics, examples, and guidance. Two leaders in the
requirements community have teamed up to deliver a contemporary set of practices
covering the full range of requirements development and management activities on
software projects. Describes practical, effective, field-tested techniques for managing
the requirements engineering process from end to end. Provides examples
demonstrating how requirements "good practices" can lead to fewer change requests,
higher customer satisfaction, and lower development costs. Fully updated with
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contemporary examples and many new practices and techniques. Describes how to
apply effective requirements practices to agile projects and numerous other special
project situations. Targeted to business analysts, developers, project managers, and
other software project stakeholders who have a general understanding of the software
development process. Shares the insights gleaned from the authors' extensive
experience delivering hundreds of software-requirements training courses,
presentations, and webinars. New chapters are included on specifying data
requirements, writing high-quality functional requirements, and requirements reuse.
Considerable depth has been added on business requirements, elicitation techniques,
and nonfunctional requirements. In addition, new chapters recommend effective
requirements practices for various special project situations, including enhancement
and replacement, packaged solutions, outsourced, business process automation,
analytics and reporting, and embedded and other real-time systems projects.
Maintaining consistency between requirements and the design developed to satisfy
them is both important and difficult. Maintaining consistency is important to satisfying
stakeholders' desires, which the requirements express. Much of the difficulty of
maintaining consistency stems from having redundant descriptions of requirements
decisions one in the requirements document and a second in the design document
typically recorded in widely divergent languages. To ameliorate this problem, we write
requirements and design in such a way that requirements decisions and their
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expression in the requirements document are incorporated directly into the design
document, which organizes the decisions and includes additional design decisions.
This book is only available in certain periods. If you want to buy a copy, please contact
us at contact@reusecompany.com
The Web is a globalinformationspace consistingoflinked documents andlinked data. As
the Web continues to grow and new technologies, modes of interaction, and
applications are being developed, the task of the Semantic Web is to unlock the power
of information available on the Web into a common semantic inf- mation space and to
make it available for sharing and processing by automated tools as well as by people.
Right now, the publication of large datasets on the Web, the opening of data access
interfaces, and the encoding of the semantics of the data extend the current humancentric Web. Now, the Semantic Web c- munity is tackling the challenges of how to
create and manage Semantic Web content, how to make Semantic Web applications
robust and scalable, and how to organize and integrate information from di?erent
sources for novel uses. To foster the exchange of ideas and collaboration, the
International Semantic Web Conference brings together researchers and practitioners
in relevant disciplines such as arti?cial intelligence, databases, social networks,
distributed computing, Web engineering, information systems, natural language
processing, soft c- puting, and human–computer interaction. This volume contains the
main proceedings of ISWC 2008, which we are - cited to o?er to the growing
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community of researchers and practitioners of the Semantic Web. We got a
tremendous response to our call for research papers from a truly international
community of researchers and practitioners from 41 countries submitting 261 papers.
Each paper receivedan averageof 3.

This guide is intended to assist organizations and individuals to create clear and
concise requirements for competitive bidding materials, such as a request for
proposals or a request for information. A "finishing checklist" is included to
ensure that the RFP or RFI is of the highest professional quality.
This study was undertaken to develop and validate reading and writing tests to
be used for the selection of entry-level law enforcement officers in California. In
effect, this study was comprised of two research projects: one resulting in a
reading test and one resulting in a writing test. The tests were validated using
both the content and criterion-related strategies of validation. The tests were
content validated using job skills as the criteria and empirically validated using
academy academic performance as the criteria. POST feels the language ability
tests are appropriate for use as entry-level selection procedures for all law
eforcement agencies in the state of California.
Gathering customer requirements is a key activity for developing software that
meets the customer's needs. A concise and practical overview of everything a
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requirement's analyst needs to know about establishing customer requirements,
this first-of-its-kind book is the perfect desk guide for systems or software
development work. The book enables professionals to identify the real customer
requirements for their projects and control changes and additions to these
requirements. This unique resource helps practitioners understand the
importance of requirements, leverage effective requirements practices, and better
utilize resources. The book also explains how to strengthen interpersonal
relationships and communications which are major contributors to project
effectiveness. Moreover, analysts find clear examples and checklists to help
them implement best practices.
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